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C01T3TANT ERHORS 11^ '-rEIGHT JUDGEMENTS AS A FUllCTI 
OF THE SIZE OF THE DIFFSHEOTIAL THRESHOLD.

By Helen E. Ross.

Fron the Psychological Laboratory, University of Canbridge.

Constant errors in psyclio^ysical procedures are 

known to increase in nagnitude with the intensity of the 

standard, and with the temporal or spatial separation of 

the standard and comparison sticiuli. It is often assumed that 

this is due to increasing "adaptation** of the effective standard. 

It is argued here that the increase is due to a statistical 

artefact, since the measures of consteint error and of differential 

threshold normally used are not Independent, so that any factor 

which increases the difficulty of discrimination will increase 

the magnitude of the constant error.

It is shown that for differential thresholds ranging 

from 1-25 gn the absolute size of the constant error increases 

with the size of the threshold, but the direction of the error 

la variable and remains unexplained,
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1. INTRODUOnON. 

In psychophyaical experiment» it is often found that 

a difference arises between the "point of subjective equality 

(that stimulus which is Judged equal to the standard) and the 

physical value of the standard. This difference is called the 

"constant error" (CE). CEs nest frequently arise in comparison 

methods, when the standard is distinguishable front the comparison 

stimulus because it is *rays presented first (or second), or on 

the left (or right), tfith temporal separation the CB is usually 

called the "tine error" and with spatial separation the "space 

error"• 

The present investigation was undertaken as a result 

of a previous experiment by Ross and Gregory (1963) in which it 

was shown that the size-weight illusion influenced the different¬ 

ial t hr echo Id (DL) i when the physical weight was kept constant 

apparently heavy weights gave rise to higher DLs than apparently 

light weights. In this experiment the Method of Constant Stimuli 

was used, with a standard of 200 gn., and the comparison weights 

were lifted either simultaneously or before or after the standard. 

It was also observed that larger CEs were associated with the 

apparently heavier weights, and that there was a correlation 

between the DL and the absolute size of CE. (The modulus sign, 

/CR/, will be used to indicate that only the size and not the 

direction of CB is being considered). This correlation is to 

be expected sinee the measures of CE and DL normally used are 

not statistically independent. (A proof of this is given in 

the appendix). However, some authors heve considered the CB to 
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be an independent variable due to eone kind of adaptation, and 

if this were so the adaptation night affect the DL and thus 

five rise to a correlation between /CS/ and OL apart fron the 

statistical artefact* 

Kohler (1923) suggested that the "tine error" was 

due to a "fading trace" left by the first stinulus with whidi 

the second stinulus was ooapared and overostinated. However, all 

explanations based on "fading" assune that the trace does not 

nerely beoono disturbed with tine, but represents a signal 

of lower intensity! they therefore fall to explain the fact 

that the direction of the error is sonotines to underestinate 

the second weight (Woodrow, 1935)» Moreover, tine errors also 

occur in Judgements of quality (as opposed to quantity or 

intensity) where"fading" oould not apply* For example, Koester 

and Sohoenfeld(l946) found tine errors in pitch discrinination* 

These authors unfortunately give no data on the effect 

of the tine interval upon the DL, so we cannot be certain that 

the? were increasing together. However, Piaget and Lamberoier 

(1943) in&ude a measure of the DL in their work on the "space 

error" in the comparison of lines! in this case the DL increases 

with the spatial separation of the lines, and adequately accounts 

for the increase in the CS. 

According to Weber's Law the DL increases with the 

intensity of the standard, and there is considerable evidence 

showing that the s4."* of the CB also inoroases* It is 

usually found that oonparisoijfrtlnuii are overestlnated in 

Motion to intense standards and underestiated in ze latión 
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to wea’c ones, 'out that the absolute else of the error Increases 

with the intensity o:f the standard. ho 11 in-:;worth(l9l0) 

nro 'ooed tho theory of the "central tendency of the otandtvrd1' ^ 

to explain both the sice and the direction of the C:£t he supposed 

that tho value of the standard in cone way gravitated towards 

th.e ::ean of the series under consideration, with the result 

that there was no 32 with standards at the nean but large CEs 

in opposite directions with, standards at tho extrenos of tne 

series. It is not well established that there are lar¿e 

errors of underestination at low intensities, though over- 

eotination at high intensities has been shown in several 

nodalitiesi for exanple,by .lolling worth (1910) for judgements 

of length, Voodrov (1933) for weight, and ITeedhar (1935) for 

loudness. Thr errors are nomally asynnetrical, with 

considerably noro overestination than underestination, so 

.foodrow suggested that in addition to "central tendency" there 

was a continual tendency for the value of the standard to cinlt 

with tino. '.“.elson(1947) proposed a similar but nore complex 

"adaptation level" theory, in which the value of tho effective 

standard gravitated towards a weighted geometric mean of the 

series, with a negative constant added for tho "tine error"« 

These theories are unsatisfactory because they assuno tho 

occurrence of a negative "tine error" of constant siso without 

proposing any method of measuring it independently of "central 

tendency", or allowing for the correlation between the DL and 

the nagnitude of any measure of constant ->rror. 

It seems advisable to treat the direction and the 

magnitude of the CE as two separate questions. Most of the 



•central tondoncy” data aro presented as group moans taking 

the dirootion of error into account; since individual subjects 

vary in the direction of their error, the underlying Weber 

relationship is often disguised, especially with weak standards 

when subjects nay change fron ovorostination to underestimation. 

The only data inconsistent with Woher’s Lav/ wore those of 

Needham (1935) on loudness discrimination, whore individuals cavo 

inoreasingly largo OEs at low intensitios. However, wo cannot 

be certain that this result conflicts with Weber's Law, since 

no data on the DL wore included, and an unstable noasuro of CE was 

used. This noasuro was D?S, which is found by taking the difference 

between the number of ¡Judgements ’’hoavior” and ”Lighter", divided 

by the total number of judgements and expressed as a percentage. 

Since "equal" Judgements are allowed, the size of 1$ will vary 

inversely with tho nuribor of such judgements, in addition to 

increasing with the DL. 

Sinoo it was not clear from tho existing data whether tho 

OB was proportional to the standard at low intensities, it was 

decided to perform an experiment on weight disorinination similar 

to tho Tjrovious experiment of loss and Gregory but using much 

lidhter weights. Only ono time order was used, as this was not 

intended as a study of all tho difforont variables which might 

affoot tho direction and sizo of the error. 

2. METHOD. 

Sight subjects were used, Sovon wore undergraduates and 

graduates of both sexes, aged between 19 and 29 years, and one 
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Throo sots of weights woro used, onch sot consisting of 

one standard and nino comparison weights. Tho weights woro 

nado from tins containing load shot and candle wax, and fitted 

with wire loops on the lids with which to lift them. All the 

tins woro painted black. One sot '-aa made from Ncscafé tins 

3M high by 3” diameter, one from Kodak film tins if" by liM, 

and one from Forrania film tins 2i" bjt f”. The smallest tins 

(Ferrania) ranged from 6 to 14 gn in Igra, intervals, with a 
! 

standard of 10 gn. equal to tho middle weight. The medium 

sized(Kodak) and large sized (Noscafô) tins both ranged from 

65 to 85 gra in 2.5 gn intervals, with a standard of 75 ßm. 

The only difference between those two sets of weights was size, 

with tho effect that the smaller sot felt heavier (size-weight ft 

illusion). Tho purpose of this was tc attempt to obtain 

results at n lower intensity comparable to the previous results 

of Ross and Gregory. In that experiment the size-weight illusion 

was shown to influence tho DL and CE, and in this experiment 

it was hoped to discover whether tho sane effect occurred at 

low intensities. 

The subject and tho experimenter wore seated at a table with 

a screen between them. Each subject was tostod on all throe 

sots of weights, the order of sets being varied for different 

subjects, but tho sane procedure used for each sot. Tho subject 

was instructed to use his p? of erred hand throughout the experiment, \ 

and to lift first tho standard and then tho comparison weight. 

The comparison weights wore hidden behind the screen, and were 

presented to the subject in a prodotorminod random order, each 

! 



weight appearing ton tinos. The subject lifted the weights up 

and down onarlly by the loop once, and then said whether ho 

thought the comparison r/cight was heavier or lighter than the 

standard. ’’Equal” judgements v/oro not allowed, and if uncertain 

ho was nskod to guess. 

3. RESULTS, 

The standard deviation (SD) and constant error (CE) for 

each subject and each sot of weights v/oro calculated according 

to the method of averaged z-scoros, as doscribod by Woodworth 

and Sciflesbcrg (1955» p.205) In this method the probability 

is calculated of judging each comparison v/oight heavier than 

the standard, and each probability score is transformed into a 

z-scoro (normal deviate score). It is assumed that the z-scoros 

are linearly related to the weight of the stimulus, and a straight 

lino is fitted through two points which are found by averaging 

the z ácoros for the lighter half and the heavier half of the 

comparison weights separately. The SD is a measure of tho slope 

of this lino and is found by calculating tho number of gms on 

tho X axis corresponding to one standard deviation on tho y-axis. 

The CE is given by tho difference between the weight of tho 

standard and tho weight of the comparison stimulus judged 

heavier on saK of the trials. Tho response bias (RB), or tho 

degree of overostimtion or underestimation of the standard, was 

also calculated. This measure is given by tho probability of 

judging tho comparison v/oight as heavier v/hen it is oq¡ual to 

to the standard, subtracting 0.5. Thus CE and RB are functionally 



rcltrbod variable a, ainco CB ia the inter cpt on the x-axis 

and RB the intercept on the y-ads of the oane roaponsc curvo at 

p = 50 and X = S (standard) rcapcctivoly. 

Piri.l. ohows typical roaponsc curves for subjects with little 

error and with positive and negative errors. The y-axis hero 
« 

sho'.vs probability acoras in place of^thc correspondons z-ecoros, 

but so spaced as to Give the sano straight-lino transformation 

for tho rosponne curves. 

As a measure of correlation Kendall’s \ v/as calculated 

for each condition separately between SD and tho absolute size 

of CB and RB (/CE/,/RB/) The correlations aro shorn in Table 1. 

In every condition there was, as expected, a stronß correlation 

between /CE/ and /RB/ (p 0.001),* but the correlation between /CE/ 

and SD was never significant, and that between SD and /&B/ was 

even smaller and in some eases negative. However, when there 

is a sufficiently largo variation in SD tho correlation between 

SD and /CE/ becomes significant. This is shown graphically in 

Pig.2, where the results for individual subjects are shown from 

all the experiments in which tho standard was lifted first. 

The variation in the range of weights used produces a largo 

variation in 3D, and the correlation is significant at tho 

1% level on a graphical tost of monotonie association (Quonouillo, 

1959, No: 28) Tho same results are shovn in Pig.3* except that 

/RB/ is used instead of /CE/. A similar trend is present as 

in Pig.2, but the correlation just fails to be significant at 

tho 5% level on the same tost. 
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Since /ÄB/ is less nffoctod by SD than is /CE/ it is used 

in Pis.4 to Gho^’ the distributions of errors obtained under 

difforont conditions. The first throe pairs of hiotosrams 

arc dorivod fron the data of the previous experiment, and the 

last throe histo;;ra:.is fron this experiment. The sign of RB is 

the opposite of CE: thus overcstimators have a positive 

RB but negative CE, and vice voran. The median SD for each 

group is shown, and it can be seen that in the previous experiment 

there arc both larger SDs and larger RBs than in the present 

experiment. There are also changes in the direction of RB 

under difforont conditions. In general there is overestimation 

with the standard lifted first, underestimation ^'ith the comparison 

stimulus lifted first, and slight ovorestimation v/ith simultaneous 

lifting. Eioro is also a tendency for the sizo-v/oight illusion 

to affect the direction of the errors: when the small (Kodak) 

tins aro compared v/ith the large (Fescafé) tins it can be soon 

that more subjects show errors in the predominant direction, 

producing a shift in the means of the distributions. This diff- 

orcnco only readed a significant level in the previous 

experiment in the ease where the standard was lifted first 

(psO.Ol Wilcoxon test). In the present experiment no significant 

difference in either SD or CE was found botwoon thoso two sizes 

of tins, perhaps because too few subjects wore used. 

4. DISCUSSION. 

The method of averaged z-scorcs may result in slightly 

inaccurate estimates of SD and CE when the CE is largo, sinco tho 



nothod Is based on the assumption that the responses fo*-n a 

normal cumulativo probability curve, with the point of subjootivo 

oounlity (PSB) in the centro. Por large CBs tho P3IS is not oontral 

and the distributions do not appear to bo normal. Tho inaccuracy 

of this method is small compared with the obsorVo^rolation 

betwoon /CE/ and SD, but it suggocts that the assumption of 

normality should not be nado in calculating the results, Thurstonc 

(1928) suggested that in view of Webor's Law tho responso 

distributions should be plotted on a logarithmic scale. This 

has little effect over tho small range of weights usod in thoso 

experiments. Moreover, this would only account for positivo CEs, 

whereas CEs can occur in oithor direction producing responso 

curves which arc symmetrically skewed: ovorostinators produce 

curves which rise more steeply over the heavier than the lighter 

weights, and the converse is true for underostimators. (Sog Piß.l) 

Regardless of the question of tho most suitable method of 

calculating tho constant error and differential threshold, tho 

pattern of resulte is fairly clear: /CB/ is a function of both 

/kB/ and SD, and in any sot of data it correlatos most highly,, 

with tho factor showing tho larger fluctuations. In those 

experiments SD was varied by using different subjects, weights, 

sizes of tin and methods of presentation. In any one condition 

tho variation in SD among different subjects was not groat onou/ÿi 

to give riso to a significant correlation, but whon tho intensity 

of the weights was also varied tho correlation booamo significant* 

/RB/ is not significantly correlated with SD, though with largo 

variations in SD it shows a small positivo correlation duo to 
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the non-indcpcndonco of tho ijDoacurcs. In future invoati^ations 

of tho factors affecting tho size of the constant error It 

would ho advisable to use /RB/ as a measure, and to reduce 

variation in SD as far as possible. 

Changes in tho direction of CE arc much harder to explain 

than chances in size. The direction is known to be influenced 

by tho temperai or spatial order of stimuli, the size of the 

temporal oí spatial interval, tho intensity of the standard, and 

by practice (Needham, 1934). The CE is notoriously unstable, and 

can be affected by the form of question and responso (Brown 1910), 

In the present experiment there was a chan¿pe to more pcoitive CEs 

with the larger (and apparently lighter) Noscafó tins as opposed 

to the Kodak tins, but this trend was not continued with the small 

and very light F9rrania tins. This docs not necessarily 

contradict Woodrow's results, as he obtained positive errors for 

light standards only when the weight of the standard was varied 

i 

i 

; 

throughout the experiment instead of being kept constant for each 

series. Moreover, he used the same size of tin for all the weights, 

which would enhance the lightness of the light weights (sizc- 

vroight illusion). Perhaps some kind of "contrast" is necessary 

(whether due to the size-weight illusion or to other weights 

in the series) before positive errors arc obtained v/ith tho 

standard presented first. 

Explanations in terms of peripheral adaptation (o.g. HeIson, 

1948) hardly seen appropriate, since CEs occur in such a variety 

of modalities and cônditions of presentation that it is difficult 

to postulate suitable adaptation mechanisms for all of these 
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(c • Cj» the o inult ano cue presentation of lineo of different lcn¿tha}0 

Whether adaptation is thought to be peripheral or central it 

is implied that the C3 is an independent variable due to Gone 

perceptual change. If this r'cro the ease there should bo a 

negative correlation botvecn SD and /RB/, since the PSE is 

regarded as fixed, and a flatter slope of the response curvo 

nust make a snnllor intercept on the y-axis, and thus a smaller 

/kB/ (see Anpdndix). The results do not sunport this conclusion, 

but suggest instead that /CE/ is a function of /RB/, with SD 

acting as a scaling factor: we should regard /RB/ as fixed, 

so th'.t a flatter slope of the response curve will make a 

larger intercept on the x-axis, and thus a larger /CE/. 

It has been pointed out by Irwin (1958) and Luce (1959, 

PP 30-4) that subjects may show a preference for one responso 

which is unrelated to the ability to discriminate or solve 

problems. A response bias of this sort night be considered 

similar to the gambling strategy described by Bruner, Goodnow and 

Austin (1956), when subjects were asked to sort different 

pictures of aeroplanes into two categories. With no knowledge 

of results they tended to pick un an irrelevant cue and uso it 

persistently with little regard for the outcome; while with 

»me knowledge of results they made an effort to categorizo 

correctly, and tended to guess in the proportion in which they 

thought the two categories were occuring. Psychophysical 

tasks aro similar in that they demand categorization with 

incomplete knowledge of results. This suggests that CEs might 
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poprosont a form of Gambling in favour of one response when 

uncortain: the 3ould bo completely haphazard or it 

could be in favour of the category believed to be more frequent 

or moro desirable. CEs do not seem to be haphazard since 

there is some rogul-rity in their direction; nor do most 

subjects believe th^t the categories arc unequally distributed - 

indeed, they are frequently disturbed by the apparent inequality 

introduced by their CEo; nor is there any obvious reason why 

one category should be regarded as more desirable. Possibly 

one response is favoured by verbal conditioning: wo say 

whoavior or lighter1' "louder or softer" rather than the other 

way round, and this may produce a preference for the first 

response.(R.J.Audloy, personal communication, 1962). Unfortunately 

this provides no explanation for errors in the reverso direction. 

Explanations in terms of rbsponse bias assume that the subject 

is guessing rather than discriminating. In the statistical 

decision theory of Tanner and Sv/ots (1954) it is assumed that 

there is almost no limit to the subject's ability to disertminato 

botween stimuli of different intensities, but that the perceived 

intensity of a given stimulus is variable. The subject's task 

is to decido whether a given perceived intensity is more likely 

to have arisen from one or another physical stimulus, in 

making tais decision he is influenced not only by tho relative 

probabilities involved but by the different rewards and 

penalties for success or failure in either decision. In view 

of those he adopts a "criterion" or"cut-off' .point" for sorting 
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thc porccivGd stimuli into two categories. In the case of 

differential thresholds the standard is given as the criterion» 

and there soens to be no reason why CEs should arise unloss tho 

rewards and penalties in thcyfcwo categories arc sufficiently 

unequal to make the subject adopt some other criterion. As 

already stated, it is difficult to see why this should be so. 

However, experiments in which the probabilities and values wore 

deliberately altered might reveal how far these factors Influence 

CEs. 

Decision theory is probably too precise in supposing that 

subjects are always discriminating rather than guessing. Sonders 

and Sowards (1952) found that subjects tended tor ospond in short 

repetitive runs rather than random sequences. Kiis suggests that 

they are not always maintaining a constant decision rule, since 

each response is partly determined by tho previous responses. Luce 

(1963) quotes ovidonco in favour of a discrimination threshold 

and suggests a threshold model incorporating responso blasses. 

In practice it is very difficult to distinguish between guessing 

and discriminating at threshold level, though there is a 

theoretical difference. Analysis of response sequences may 

reveal more about tho nature of response biassos than can bo 

found from cumulative response distributions. 
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TABLE 1. 

The Kendall rank correlation coefficient between SD, /CE/ 

and /R3/ under different conditions. The correlation between 

/CE/ and /R3/ is always significant (p 0.001 2 tails), but the 

correlation between SD and /CE/ or /R3/ is never significant. 

Condition heights 

Standard first Snail 

Standard first Large 

Conparison first Small 

Comparison first Large 

Simultaneous Snail 

Simultaneous Large 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

200 gn 16 

200 gn 16 

200 gn 16 

200 gn 16 

200 gn 20 

200 gn 20 

75 ßn 8 

75 gn 8 

0,167 0,017 0.834 

0.050 0.017 0.860 

0.227 '0.113 0.700 

0.133 - 0.017 0.683 

0.100 0.116 0.759 

0.290 0,147 0.854 

0.097 0.032 0.387 

0.097 0.0 0.353.' 

0.161 0.129 0.404 

first Small 

first Large 

first Verysnall 10 gn 8 
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Small weights, St.first 
N=l6 Median Sû= 13.8 gm 

Large weights, . first, 
N=l6 Median SD=11.9 gm 

Small weights, Co. first 
N=16 Median SD= I5.0 gn 

Large weights, first 

N=l6 Median SD= 17.O gm 

Small weights, Simultaneous 
N=20 SD=l4.4 ga 

Large Weights, Simultaneous 
îl=20 SD.-12.6 gm 

Small weights, St. first 
M=8 i/ßdian Si)= 5»^ sni 

Large weights, St. first 
1=8 Median SD= 5.S gm 

5 

Very s.iall weights', St. first 
K=C SD= 1.4 gm 

Fig.4. Histograms showing the distributions of positive and 
negative Response Biases obtained under different conditions. 
The first throe pairs of histograms are taken from the previous 
experiment, and the last three histograms from this experiment. 
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APPENDIX. A proof of the statistical dependence between the 

Constant iSrror and the Standard Deviation. 

by D. J. Laninß, 

fron the Psychological Laboratory, Univeroity of Canbridge 

The data fron a psychophysical experinent using the nethod 

of frequency (ioodworth and Schlooberg 1954, p.205) are in the 

forn represented in Fig, 1, sA is the standard stinulus and 

s. (••• -1.0.1 ) represent the values of the different • • • • 

stinuli to be conpared with it. ’ Lpch stinulus s. is presented 

n. tines for conoarison with the standard, n , and is judged 
W 0 

greater than the standard r^ tines. 

It has been custonary to analyse data such as these on 

the assumption that the relationship between the value of the 

stinulus, s. , and the probability of judging it greater than the 

standard can be represented by a no mal probability integrals in 

other words, that the threshold value is normally distributed. 

The nean and standard deviation of this distribution are ostinated 

by probit analysis. This lethod is based principally on an outward 

similarity of the data to a normal probability integral, and is 

unnecessarily restrictive. 

TJe shall suppose here that the frequency function of the 

threshold value is reasonably smooth so that its distribution 

function may be represented to a first approximation over the 

centre of its range by a straight line, p*^ i ^ 

where p. is the probability of being judged greater than the 

standard, and oí and ^ are constants of the functional relationship, 

shall suppose that the range of this approximation covers both 

* (?; » S )» Q (p a « r S0 ) 



Fig. 1. (appendix). Form of data from a psychological
ercperiaont usinc- the Method of Constant Stimuli,
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■i/e shalS^suppose that the fora of the threshold distribution 

is constant aaong the population of experinental subjects but 

will differ in dispersion, and perhaps akso i in location.(Thus 

the inverse slope of the line ^ is prooortionrJ. to the standard 

deviation). All these suppositions are inplicit in the luch 

stronger assunption of nox~:ality, but they are true for a rtuch 

wider class of distributions, skew ones in particular. 3y this 

neans wo can estinate the nedian and percentage points of the 

threshold distribution.

For any pair of estimates (a,b) of ) the lil^ihood

■ X . ■ r / . I N n . ' < ■ •

- IT V < 4- II. + fcs-/ ^ ^/

where s is measured relative to s and i runs over the range for
V

which the straight line is a suitable approxination.

function,
f rr

Ilaxinising this:
L t: / r . >

a.
'{ T _ _ , 'Oj - . ~ S‘ t (V . .

^ -lis; '' ^ ‘
' \ (1 " '' ^ ^ ^ ^

The factot^;'A i') is a weighting factor due

to the variance of
r;

determined by the underlying functional
>

Relationship and the nunber of presentations Of s^. To a first 

approxination wo nay replace It by a constant w^, so that both a 

and b are weighted stras of the , Assuiaing that all judgement

are independent, the r; are binonial random variables, so that the 

distribution of a is approximately a generalized binonial tines ^ 

a scaling factor. In particular the variance of a Increases
I

nonotonlcally with ^ the inverse slope of the functional relation 

ship, I
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It is custonary to abstract two statistics fron these, 

The Constant ISrror (CE) = OP = ip 

The Stan'!arr! Deviation (SD) = tan 0^? = b 

If there is no systenatic Cl with a ^iven subject 

E(a) = 0. Provided s - (i.e. the standard is at the centre 

of gravity of the stimulus series) a and b are independent variables, 

so that the distribution of CE contains 3D as a scaling factor. 

/CE/ and SD are uncorrelated, but not independent. 'CE/and SD are 

correlated. In face E (/CE/) is proportional to SD. If we now 

consider the entire population of experimental subjects, so that 

' varies, we increase the variation in b and henee the size of the 

correlation. Under variation of /- , a and b are no Ronger ^ 

independent variables. But the effect on a of increasing 

(see above) is such as to strengthen the correlation between 

/CE/ and SD. 

If now there is a systenatic CE, it nay happen that this 

is essentially a shift cither in a horizontal direction in Fig.l 

or in a vertical direction. If wo have a shift in a horizontal 

direction Eie!)» c , E(a) = -/ c. In this case the correlation 

between /CE/ and SD is weakened, and in the linit, when c is so 

large that alé the observed values of CE fall on the sane side 

of zero, the correlation is zero, ait we now have a negative 

correlation between /a/ and SD. If, on the other hand, we have 

a shift in a vertical direction, giving rise to a systenatic CE, 

E(a) - c' , ECOE)* ^ In the linit we have no correlation 

between /a/ and SD, but a positive correlation renaining between 

/CE/ and SD, 



The evidence reported in this *iapor is not conclusive 

between these two possibilities, but favours the suggestion that 

systenatic C3s are due to shifts in the vortical direction in 

Pig. 1 rather than the horixnntal direction. Je should therefore 

focus our attention on the response bias when the variables equal 

to the standard rather than the CE. 

This appendix does not prove that there is no functional 

relationship between the Standard Deviation and the nagnitude 

of the .Constant Error, but that the nethods hitherto used 

to investigate such a relationship are seriously confounded with 

a statistical artifact. However, the oattem of results hitherto 

reported,particularly in this paper, is consistent with the 

conclusion that the observed effect is due to the operation of 

this artifact alone. 




